
 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
   

  
   

       
  

 
 

  

  
 

  

 
  

  

 
  

  

 

  
 

 
  

    
   

  

                                                            
  

 
    

   
 

Federal Aviation Administration 
Flight Standards Service 

Air Carrier Training Aviation Rulemaking Committee (ACT ARC) 

Recommendation 16-5: Guidance for 14 CFR 135.299 Line Checks 

I. Submission 
The recommendations below were submitted by the Air Carrier & Contract Training Workgroup 
(AC&CT WG)1 for consideration by the Air Carrier Training Aviation Rulemaking Committee 
(ACT ARC) Steering Committee at F2F-10. The ACT ARC Steering Committee adopted the 
recommendations with unanimous consent, and they are submitted to the Associate Administrator 
for Aviation Safety (AVS-1) as ACT ARC Recommendation 16-5. 

II. Statement of the Issue 
In accordance with Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations (14 CFR) 135.299, “[n]o 
certificate holder may use a pilot, nor may any person serve, as a pilot in command [PIC] of a 
flight unless, since the beginning of the 12th calendar month before that service, that pilot has 
passed a flight check in one of the types of aircraft which that pilot is to fly.”  The line check 
required by §135.299 must consist of at least one flight over one route segment and include 
takeoffs and landings at one or more representative airports where the 135 certificate holder 
conducts operations. For a PIC authorized to conduct instrument flight rules (IFR) operations, 
at least one flight will be flown over a civil airway, an approved off-airway route, or a portion of 
either of them. (14 CFR 135.299) 

Title 14 CFR135.299 requires the line check to be conducted by an “approved check pilot or the 
Administrator.” (135.299(a)(1)) Current FAA guidance requires the pilot to hold a Letter of 
Approval authorizing the check pilot2 to conduct line checks, and the check pilot must meet the 
requirements of §135.337 and §135.339 (including qualification as a PIC in the specific aircraft 
type).  In the alternative, guidance for FAA inspectors draws a distinction between “original” and 
“ongoing” line checks conducted from an observer seat, and requires an inspector conducting 
an original line check to hold a type rating in the subject aircraft.  An inspector conducting an 
ongoing line check does not have to hold a type rating in the subject aircraft.  (Notice 8900.328, 
Figure 3) 

The purpose of the line check is to determine the pilot in command (PIC) is competent to 
operate safely within the national airspace system (NAS) using the certificate holder’s policies, 
procedures, and standard operating procedures (SOP).  While safe operation of the aircraft is 
always significant, the purpose of the line check is not to determine competency to safely 
operate the specific aircraft type. The pilot’s competency to operate the aircraft and proficiency 
in operating in instrument flight rules (IFR) is evaluated during the aircraft competency check 
(§135.293(b)) and instrument proficiency check (§135.297), respectively. 

1 The AC&CT WG is comprised of ACT ARC Steering Committee Members including 135 operators, 142 training 
centers, and membership organizations/industry associations.  
2 The terms “check pilot” and “check airman” are synonymous.  Since §135.299 uses the term “check pilot,” the term 
is used in this recommendation. (Order 8900.1, Volume 3, Chapter 20, Section 5, Paragraph 3-20-5-7(A)) 
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ACT ARC 
Recommendation 16-5 

There are a number of challenges associated with conducting a line check during line 
operations (e.g., on a passenger or revenue flight).  Many aircraft operated under 14 CFR part 
135 do not have an observer seat, which means the check pilot (or inspector) conducts the 
check from a forward passenger seat Also, in accordance with §135.301(b), if the result of the 
line check is unsatisfactory, “the certificate holder may not use the pilot, nor may the pilot serve, 
as a flight crewmember in operations under this part until the pilot has satisfactorily completed 
the check.” 

These factors create a situation where many certificate holders schedule the line check on the 
last flight leg of a trip (e.g., on the way back to the principal base of operations) or on a 
repositioning flight leg. This can also result in flights being created for the purpose of 
completing the check. In turn, line checks are conducted that are not always representative of 
the certificate holder’s operations.  Combined with limitations on inspector resources available 
to support line checks for smaller 135 certificate holders, the AC&CT WG identified an area 
where enhanced guidance and expanded authority to conduct line checks will improve safety for 
135 certificate holders. 

III. Recommendations 
The ACT ARC proposes the following recommendations for FAA consideration: 

The ACT ARC recommends the FAA develop guidance for industry stakeholders 
(135 certificate holders), with accompanying guidance for FAA personnel (e.g., 
Principal Operations Inspectors (POI)) regarding suggested content for a 
135.299 line check. The guidance should emphasize the operator-specific nature 
of the content to be observed/checked by the check pilot (or inspector) 
conducting the line check. (See Attachment A: Proposed Content for a §135.299 
Line Check) 

The ACT ARC further recommends the FAA review the suggested content for a 
135.299 line check and expand the eligibility to conduct a line check to company 
check pilots who do not hold a Letter of Approval (LOA) for the specific aircraft 
type and/or the 135 certificate holder’s POI since the focus of the line check is 
operator-specific procedures, as opposed to an evaluation of the pilot’s 
performance in a specific aircraft type. 

IV. Rationale 
Current FAA guidance specifies that “line checks are necessary to test the pilot’s ability to 
operate in the National Airspace System (NAS), coordinate with the ground operations at 
airports used by the operator, and ensure the pilot’s compliance with company procedures and 
operations.”  (Order 8900.1, Volume 3, Chapter 19, Section 13, Paragraph 3-19-13-1(A)) 

The objective of the line check is to evaluate the PIC during at least one flight segment, 
including a takeoff and landing that allows the check pilot or inspector to observe the PIC 
performing the duties and responsibilities associated with the conduct of a revenue flight. In 
certain part 135 operations, it may not be practical to conduct a line check during an actual 
revenue operation. In these cases, the line check can be conducted in conjunction with the 
aircraft competency check (§135.293(b)), with the concurrence of the PIC and as long as the 
combined check meets the requirements of both types of checks. In this case, the PIC is 
evaluated on aircraft-specific knowledge and procedures and the check pilot must hold an LOA 
for the specific aircraft type. 
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ACT ARC 
Recommendation 16-5 

FAA guidance further suggests that as a best practice, the certificate holder may want to have 
the PIC fly two flight segments or to perform the duties as pilot monitoring (PM) during a second 
segment while the second in command (SIC) performs the duties of the pilot flying (PF). The 
§135.299 line check only applies to the PIC, but the certificate holder may want to assess the 
pilot’s skills as a PM.  However, in cases where the certificate holder has to coordinate an 
inspector to conduct the line check, it is unlikely the inspector can observe more than one flight 
leg.  

Current FAA guidance includes instructions for inspectors on the conduct of line checks, 
debriefing, and documentation. It also suggests internal and external areas to the certificate 
holder that are observable during the line check. However, there is no corresponding guidance 
published for company check pilots on how to conduct a line check or the appropriate areas of 
focus and standards for evaluation.  More detailed guidance targeted at the company check 
pilot who conducts the line check will only enhance safety.  Absent better guidance, many check 
pilots conduct (and evaluate) an aircraft competency check (§135.293(b)) rather than meet the 
objective of a line check. 

The proposed content for a line check suggested in Attachment A is consistent with current 
guidance that explains questions typical during the normal course of interacting with the pilot or 
crewmembers in the aircraft.  Even though many of the same items are covered during the 
§135.293(a) knowledge test or §135.293(b) aircraft competency check, the check pilot may ask 
questions related to the certificate holder’s Operations Specifications (OpSpecs), weight and 
balance, and weather specific to the flight, in order to assess the PIC’s preflight preparation 
skills.  The check pilot can also observe preflight preparation and procedures typically 
associated with a revenue flight. Guidance targeted at check pilots should include proposed 
content and suggested areas of observation. 

The FAA acknowledges “a line check differs from a proficiency or competency check in that the 
inspector is not required to conduct a knowledge exam with the applicant that consists of 
specific questions about aircraft systems.” (Order 8900.1, Volume 3, Chapter 19, Section 13, 
Paragraph 3-19-13-3(G)) 

Unlike operations under part 121, the nature of part 135 operations creates limitations on the 
ability of the certificate holder to conduct a line check in “revenue operations.” For example, in 
the case of a line check conducted under §121.440, the company check pilot who is sitting in 
the observer seat in the cockpit can take over the PIC’s next flight leg if he or she has an 
unsuccessful result on the line check.  In the case of a small 135 certificate holder who does not 
have a company check pilot for that particular aircraft type, the line check is conducted by the 
POI or another inspector. The certificate holder would be unable to operate subsequent flight 
legs if the PIC has an unsatisfactory result on a line check conducted during the first flight leg of 
a multi-day trip. In cases where more check pilots at the company could conduct the line check, 
the certificate holder will have more options to conduct the line check during revenue 
operations. 

Based on the purpose of the line check, the AC&CT WG suggests that it is important for the 
check pilot who conducts the line check to be qualified for any special areas of operation in 
which the check is to be accomplished (and the certificate holder typically conducts operations).  
For example, if the check pilot or inspector conducting the line check is not qualified to operate 
in reduced vertical separation minimum (RVSM) airspace, he or she should not conduct a check 
on a flight that operates in RVSM airspace.  A company check pilot (even if he or she does not 
hold an LOA for that specific aircraft type) would better address this concern than an inspector 
who a) is not familiar with the certificate holder’s procedures or b) is not qualified for the 
airspace. 
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ACT ARC 
Recommendation 16-5 

These arguments support the AC&CT WG assertion that a company check pilot who does not 
hold a Letter of Approval in that specific aircraft type can still conduct a line check and observe 
the PIC’s (or PIC trainee’s) ability to apply and follow company procedures.  A similar argument 
can be applied to suggest the certificate holder’s POI is in a better situation to evaluate a pilot 
than an inspector who is not familiar with the company’s procedures.  Since the primary focus of 
the line check is operator-specific procedures, check pilots/inspectors familiar with the certificate 
holder’s procedures are better situated to conduct the line check.  

The prerequisite for the line check, when the line check is not conducted concurrent with the 
aircraft competency check and/or instrument proficiency check, is satisfactory completion of the 
aircraft competency check (§135.293(b) and/or instrument proficiency check (§135.297) 
conducted by a company check pilot, contract check pilot, or inspector.  In certain cases, a 
second check pilot could conduct a line check during a “revenue flight” or an operation 
consistent with the company’s typical operations.  The end result is a more robust line check 
that meaningfully assesses the PIC’s ability to conduct operations in accordance with the 
certificate holder’s procedures. 

In the same way a company check pilot can be approved to conduct a § 135.293(a)(1) and (4) 
through (8) written or oral test for pilots assigned to multiple aircraft operated by the company, 
such authority could be extended to a check pilot to conduct a §135.299 line check for pilots 
assigned to multiple aircraft. The authority to conduct a line check is separate from other 
authorizations on the LOA, and limitations can be specified.  For these reasons, the AC&CT WG 
supports FAA consideration of expanding the authority to conduct line checks. 

V. Background Information 
AC&CT WG Scope of Work: 

These recommendations partially address the following component of the AC&CT WG 
Scope of Work: 

Consider strategies to improve 135 operator training and checking, including 
training/checking conducted by 142 training centers. 

ACT ARC Initiatives: 

These recommendations partially address the following Steering Committee Initiative 
assigned to the AC&CT WG: 

• Initiative #40: Review of 135.299 line checks and associated guidance.3 

3 Initiative #40 was originally proposed by National Air Transportation Association (NATA), National Business Aircraft 
Association (NBAA), CAE, Inc. & FlightSafety International, who serve on the AC&CT WG. 
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ACT ARC 
Recommendation 16-5 

Attachment A: Proposed Content for §135.299 Line Check 

The AC&CT WG proposes that advisory guidance for 135 certificate holders include the following 
suggested content for a §135.299 line check. Where the item is operator-specific, aircraft-
specific, and/or cannot be accomplished in a simulator, a note follows the item. 

The following items should be observed or checked (as appropriate) by the check pilot/inspector 
conducting a §135.299 line check: 

1. Airman Certificate Verification 

2. Aircraft Documentation 

3. Confirmation of Pilot Qualifications for the Line Check 

4. Maintenance Status of the Aircraft (operator-specific item) 

5. Pre-Flight Preparation 

a. Aircraft Performance (aircraft-specific item, except the manner in which this is 
accomplished could be operator-specific) 

b. Weight and Balance (operator-specific item) 
c. Operations Specifications (OpSpecs) (operator-specific item) 
d. Flight Release (operator-specific item) 

6. Aircraft Preflight 

7. ATIS/Clearance, Passenger Briefing 

8. Differences between the Simulator and Aircraft, especially items such as FMS/GPS 
usage and autopilot checks (aircraft-specific item) 

9. Normal Operating Procedures, especially checklist usage and crew resource 
management (CRM) (operator-specific item) 

10. Passenger and Crew Briefing(s) (operator-specific item) 

11. PIC Authority, Judgment (operator-specific item) 

12. Post-flight Operations and Procedures (operator-specific item) 
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